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Recently the research in robotics has started to focus on the development
of service robots that serve people in natural office or home environments,
e.g., robots for household work, as tour guide or for elderly care. Such a
robot has to exhibit cognitive capabilities such as to understand human
activities and to behave socially. Two of the key issues in realizing these
ambitious goals are recognition of user attention and multi-modal dialog
management. In the following we are going to take a closer look at these two
points with the implementation of the home-tour scenario as example.

The central idea of a home-tour scenario is that the user buys a service
robot, unpacks it at home and familiarizes it with this environment by
showing it different rooms and objects. This can be considered as a basic
scenario in the application of a service robot.

To start the interaction the robot has to first detect the user who intends to
interact with it and keep contact with him/her. Questions that need to be
answered here include how to find human figures against the background,
how to distinguish robot’s communication partner from other persons present
and how to keep contact with the communication partner during the
interaction.

For our mobile robot BIRON (Bielefeld Robot Companion), we
developed a multi-modal framework for detection and observation of
humans based on multi-modal anchoring which allows simultaneous
tracking of multiple persons. It efficiently integrates data collected by
different types of sensors: 1) A laser range finder detects humans’ legs and
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provides data about the location of the person (distance and direction to the
robot). 2) A pan-tilt camera is used to recognize human faces and torsos. The
height and the location of the person can be estimated with this information.
3) Stereo microphones locate sound sources. BIRON can robustly detect
persons in its vicinity by incorporating information from depth, visual and
auditory cues this way.

If the user is standing in front of BIRON, speaking and looking at it,
BIRON will presume that the current user intends to communicate with it
and starts to focus on him/her. Once the interaction has started, the robot’s
focus remains on this person even if he/she is not speaking, BIRON signals
its attention to its communication partner by turning its camera or/and itself
to the person. The first user studies show that most users take this behavior
as very human-like.

Apart from an attention mechanism a natural communication also
requires to take as many communicational cues into account as possible.
Generally, human beings tend to point to objects that they are verbally
referencing. Especially in the home-tour scenario both gesture and speech
can be involved, e.g. when the user shows the robot, say, his/her TV set. In
order to understand utterances, which require association of the physical
object with its name spoken by the user, the robot has to be able to combine
information acquired from both modalities. On the side of the system output,
the robot also needs to present the result of its processing in a multi-modal
fashion. For example, if the robot has detected more than one object in the
direction when dereferencing a user’s gesture a clear object-name association
becomes difficult. In this case we are planning to integrate a feature that
allows the robot to ask clarifying questions and to point to the ambiguously
detected objects.

Thus, in the future design of our multi-modal interaction scheme we will
not only incorporate multi-modal cues in the process of understanding but
also in the active process of producing feedback. We expect that this strategy
will enable a more flexible dialog which is currently one of the key issues in
dialog system design and has direct impact on social abilities of service
robots.




